
My Parallel Universe. 

 

 
I was 22 when I had my first migraine. I had just thrown a transistor radio 

at my father. A radio my sister had sent from Sydney. I waited until I was 38 

for the next one and then they decided to move in and become the monster I 

couldn’t shoot because I was the gun and it was my finger on the triggers. I 

learnt  to live with them. They taught me a lot.  

 
 

The worst thing about living with migraines is not the violent pain, the loss 

of half my life and all my dignity, the inability to plan, or even the frequent 

vomiting. No, the worst thing is that I appear to be normal. Yet I never wake 

up assuming I am well because this disabling condition affects every second 

of every day, every human relationship, every commitment, and mocks 

every attempt at living the well life.   

 

Migraine controls your brain literally. It’s not the only condition that does 

this but it does it so brilliantly that believe me there is no controlling it 

(despite the many apologists for migraine control), and there is often no 

stopping its rampaging.  

 

When I am so sick I can only stare at the curtains, I am strangely relieved 

and deeply amused by this ridiculous condition. Relieved that I can no 

longer keep up the pretence the well world demands. I imagine being dead 

will be similar although with added unconsciousness.  Sorry my corpse will 

be saying, can’t manage any more jobs.  

 

Unfortunately there are many times when I seem okay but am certainly not.  

That’s when I become a ludicrous mixture of hope and pretence reassuring 

everyone that I am absolutely fine while secretly stuffing myself with toxic 

medication which is far more likely to kill me because we all know that few 

die from migraines, although some do die from the medication.   

 

I know all this because I lived in the well zone for my first three decades. 

My migraines did not crank themselves up until my late thirties. (No letters 

please telling me that they are menopause related.)  

 



For many years now I have had to explain myself almost every day of my 

otherwise blessed life. E.g. husband recently went to Switzerland to ski. 

Why didn’t I go. It’s known I get migraines, that I have filled more air sick 

bags than is seemly, and that travel is likely to send my brain manic. So I 

mumble trying not to say “because I am likely to get quite annoyingly ill”. 

No-one wants to admit they are a liability. But I see the puzzled brows. They 

would rather hear that I only have one leg and it is broken in three places. 

No brows would pucker then. Except with great sympathy.  

 

But the wonderful thing is that there are people who do get  me and I love 

them with an unseemly passion.  Prime among these is my husband whose 

life has been as ruled by this condition for as long as he has known me. He 

has, in effect, had them too. His empathy offers the deepest concern and 

desire to help me through.  

 

The others who get me are either very deeply empathetic, are without deep 

seated fear for their own health (quite rare), or they have witnessed 

migraines’ volcanic effect. They only have to have seen me once e.g. 

throwing up in the supermarket car park or their favourite lampshade, to get 

it.  

 

Being  got makes all suffering bearable and it allows you to become a 

marvel.  Nelson Mandela was such a one and I will not take from his 

nobility. But….we do not know the names of all those who have not had the 

world rooting for them. Some suffering is so banal and repetitive that it is 

rocky soil in which to thrive and grow. Human understanding waters and 

feeds that barren soil. 

  

I want it taken for granted that once you know I get migraines I don’t have 

to tattoo it on my forehead. I would like my head to light up when attacked 

because I know that would be very impressive and empathy would flow like 

a river of healing. But that is not going to happen.  

 

In which case I want to be matter of fact about it, even proud of it. It is part 

of the astonishing creation that is me: a person whose system plays up 

dramatically and randomly. Even annoyingly and certainly inconveniently. 

 

I want it to come as I would wish all life to come, with a great dollop of 

levity. Nearly everything is funny in the end. Especially migraines. We are 

the playthings of the gods and that is hilarious. And liberating. 



 

I also want it to be so normal that everyone understands that if they invite 

me to do something, e.g. marry them, work for them, there is a massive but 

random chance I will let them down.     

 

So why do most not relate not just to migraines but to all random conditions.  

 

Primarily it is fear. Me and my perceived weakness reflect all weakness back 

like a giant horror mirror.  It’s deep in us to deflect everything we perceive 

as weakness. So any disability is  best invisibilised. That would be okay 

except that weakness  may just as easily be strength. Because I can be 

floored by late nights, glary lights, loud noises, random smells, that does not 

make me weak. A tiny spring flower can be trampled by a large boot but its 

gigantic strength has pushed it through the frozen uncompromising earth. 

Something a large boot cannot do. I am that flower. 

 

Everything about our physiology good and bad creates our beings.  While I 

may opt to be cured or for a bit of a longish break, that does not mean that I 

regret being a migrainuese. I know it has made me who I am, that it has 

created as many strengths as weaknesses.  

 

No-one is well all the time. We all teeter on the edge of mental, physical and 

emotional disaster whether or not we have conditions. We are in control of 

nothing. Our delightful bodies can be whipped into place to a degree. We 

can eat well, exercise and then walk under a bus or be hit by a speed skier on 

a Swiss mountain. Control is an illusion we seem to need for contented 

functioning.   

 

Worst of all is the not uncommon idea that it is my fault. I want my 

migraines. I nurse them. I feed them. Where would I be without them.  

Alternative practitioners, who should be grateful as I have kept so many of 

them in business, tend to suggest I am doing something wrong: too much of 

something bad or not enough of something good. Mega myth this. And a 

medieval concept connected to the idea of punishment for sin which illness, 

disability etc was thought to be. It’s still there. Believe me.   

 

There are so many specific myths about migraines because they are largely a 

mystery as the brain is a mystery. Prime myth is that it is a headache, a fancy 

one but a headache for which there is relief. I have been told I don’t need to 



suffer as these days there is an answer which implies that I am just not 

fighting  hard enough in the condition war.  

 

The language of battle is insidious and offensive and implies you have a 

choice.  Cancer sufferers are on the front line of this war. But at least they 

are always brave even when they lose. 

 

Of course I might be lucky and hit on the cause. But that is not common 

despite the media myth-making. Problem is all media migraine stories must 

contain hope and breakthroughs; they are not interested in reality. Yet the 

truth is that for a great many there is no medication that works or solution 

that gets to the heart of it.  Migraines are not like obesity: there is not a clear 

cause and effect of even the vaguest sort (and there may not be with obesity 

either but it is slightly more likely).   

 

A migraine attack is not one thing going awry. Neither is it organ specific as 

say diabetes or thyroid trouble. While you can list specific symptoms,  

migraine is only an umbrella term for many types of  

brain/stomach/circulatory randomness. No two people get the same 

symptoms and no one person gets the same things all the time.  

 

Headache is mostly part of my experience but it is not just a headache, it’s a 

breakdown of my command module. While it may not start in my head, as it 

takes hold this affects everything: my physical body, my emotional 

functions, my senses, even my reasons for living. If I were a car, I have lost 

one or most of my spark plugs. That’s what it feels like.  The symptoms vary 

from attack to attack but I am broken. I can’t start.  

 

The origin of my condition is unknown. As far back as I can remember I had 

visual disturbances and the delightfully named Alice in Wonderland 

syndrome. I had no idea what these were and assumed everyone had them. 

With Alice in Wonderland syndrome you shrink or everything else enlarges. 

Charles Ludwig Dodgson (Lewis Carroll) is one of many famous 

migraineurs who put these symptoms to great use. This happened when I 

was in terrifying situations e.g. a new school in a strange place, a scary 

bedroom away from home. They tell me it is caused by abnormal amounts of 

electrical activity causing abnormal blood flow in the parts of the brain that 

process visual perception. Abnormal blood flow is pretty heavily involved in 

the hammering headache.  

 



From puberty onwards I had period headaches which is pretty routine.  The 

only thing which persists to this day is that they would last until I gave in 

and took medications. I tried sometimes for days to sit them out but pain 

wins in the end. From my late thirties onwards full blown migraines tried to 

wreck what I thought of as my functioning life. They removed me from the 

well world.  

 

They gave me a six month year. For the other six months I inhabited a 

parallel universe.  

 


